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Introduction
Fusarium wilt is a common vascular wilt disease caused by some 

species of Fusarium, of which Fusarium oxysporum is considered 
as the prime perpetrator of wilt disease .1 It classified, according to 
the host plant, into forma specialis and survives in a wide range of 
environments such as arctic, tropical, desert, cultivated and non-
cultivated soil,2 and spread by different ways such as water splash, 
planting equipment, transplanting of the infected plant and infected 
seeds). Fusarium oxysporum exhibits wide spectrum of pathogenicity 
against many hosts (ex. tomato, tobacco, lupine, cucurbits, sweet 
potatoes, and banana) at any stage of the plant life cycle.2 Fusarium 
oxysporum produces symptoms similar to that of Verticillium species 
(wilt, chlorosis, necrosis, premature leaf drop, discoloration of the 
vascular system, stunting, and damping-off). 

Wilt is the most important one among all symptoms caused by this 
fungus.3 It produces microconidia, and chlamydospores and invades 
healthy plants using its mycelia or germinating spores through root 
tips or root wounds to reach the root cortex and xylem vessels, where it 
produces huge number of microconidia.2 Production of microconidia 
in a huge amount leads to sap stream blockage resulted in vascular 
system leading to cut-off of nutrient translocation. Finally, the plant 
transpiration becomes more than water transportation causing plant 
wilt.2 Lupine is economically important worldwide agricultural crop 
includes many cultivars and widely used as a fodder, and its seeds 
have been used as a source of proteins replacing the animal and 
soybean origin in feed. It contains 33-40 % of crude protein and 5-13 
% oil.4,5 In Egypt, the productivity of 1482 ha cultivated with lupine 
is 2881 tons (19, 439 kg/ha).6 The productivity of lupine remains low 
due to physiological, biological and environmental stress factors. 
However some scientists did their best to improve lupine quality and 
productivity.7‒10

Fusarium oxysporum/Lupinus termis interaction

The pathogen leads to enhancement of the reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) which is considered as oxidizing agents for many 
biomolecules such as proteins, lipids and nucleic acids, causing 
cell death.11‒13 On the other hand, the plant defends itself against the 
pathogen by supporting the cell wall or suppresses the pathogen.14‒16 
Plant pathogens act to overcome the reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
of the host plant by upregulating extracellular catalases, which known 
as virulence factors in some microorganisms as Candida albicans and 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens.17,18 Previous studies demonstrated that, 
certain fungal infections caused lignifications of cortical walls which 
in turn allow the fungus to reach the stele ex: Gaeumannomyces 
graminis.19 However, this induced lignification did not provide 
effective resistance in the seedling stage. Neumann et al. (2006) 
supported the findings of Fellows20 with adding that water deficit was 
followed by inhibition of cell wall extensibility and decreasing of 
plant growth, specifically, in the elongation zone of maize roots. 

Peng & Kuc21 has provided a deeper insight regarding plant 
defense strategy, in susceptible cultivars, by reporting that the 
elevated levels of host cytotoxic hydrogen peroxide stops the 
exogenous fungal catalase as a defense mechanism. They also proved 
that the catalase infiltrates into the apoplastic space of the host cells 
breaking down H2O2 in the host pathogen interface. These integrated 
studies led to the consensus that a fungal enzyme22-26 suppresses the 
mechanical fortification of the cell wall. Hydrogen peroxide has a 
role in lignification process causing high cell wall rigidity.27,28 H2O2 
also mediates lignification, which minimizes the hydrolysis of plant 
cell walls of the control plant in grasses.27 Besides, Mansoory et al.,29 
mentioned that Fusarium species produces its own catalase. The role 
of Fusarium catalase in embolism formation and wilt of lupine has 
not investigated yet. Therefore, in the present study, we modified the 
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Abstract

A simplest, rapid, reliable, and cost-effective staining method of the hypocotyls in the 
infected lupine plants was modified from Woodbury method for Native PAGE catalase to 
define the role of the fungal catalase produced by F. oxysporum on the reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) of Lupinus termis during infection. Fresh sections in hypocotyls of the 
infected plant and control ones were taken and stained directly on a glass slide. The visual 
detection of oxygen evolution from the xylem vessel, as a fungal catalase activity, gives 
a potential evidence for its role in embolism formation and wilt disease. White and blue 
color indicates the presence of catalase and H2O2 respectively. The catalase activity was 
significantly increased in the fungal growth medium than in the control plants. A model has 
built up to summarize the role of fungal catalase in the embolism formation, water current 
disconnection, and wilt disease.

Keywords: histochemical staining, embolism, Fusarium oxysporum, wilt, Lupinus 
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Woodbury et al.,30 method for Native PAGE catalase for determination 
of the histopathology of catalase activity, in situ, and found out the 
relationship between the role of the fungal catalase produced by F. 
oxysporum against ROS of Lupinus termis during the infection and 
embolism generation inside the xylem vessels of the infected lupine. 

Materials and methods
Source of the pathogen and pathogenicity test

Fusarium oxysporum AUMC 9272, responsible for wilt of L. 
termis,31 was included in the current study. A 7-day-old culture of the 
pathogen grown on potato dextrose agar (PDA) with the composition 
of (g/l): potato infusion from 200g; dextrose, 20 and agar 15 (final pH 
at 5.6±0.2) and incubated at 28±2ºC, was used in the pathogenicity 
test under greenhouse conditions at 28±2°C for 15 days. The inoculum 
was prepared from 7-day-old culture of F. oxysporum AUMC 9272 in 
distilled water and the spore suspension was adjusted at 1x107spore/
ml. 75g barley, 25g clean sand, 2g sucrose, and 0.1g yeast extract 
were mixed with 100 ml spore suspension. Three replicate pots (20cm 
diameter & 3kg capacity) have inoculated with 5% (w/w) of the 
inoculum, and three un-inoculated replicate pots have used as control. 
The pots have irrigated one week before planting of lupine. Seeds 
of Giza≠1 lupine cultivar was sterilized prior to planting using 0.1% 
sodium hypochlorite for 2min then washed by sterile distilled water 
and then planted in the pots.31‒33 After 40 days of planting, the infected 
and control plants were freshly harvested for estimation of catalase 
activity.

Cutting preparation and staining

Three replicates of 40-day-old of each of fresh healthy and 
infected plants have been used in the current investigation for, in situ 
estimation of catalase in different plant tissues, and determination its 
role in both defense mechanisms and pathogenicity. Cross sections 
were prepared from the hypocotyls using a rotary microtome (IHC 
World KD-1508A) according to the method of Mitra & Loqué.34 The 
prepared sections were stained using adjusted native blue gel PAGE 
staining method of Woodbury et al.,30 which has been modified in the 
current study to be direct method suitable for, in situ catalase activity 
staining in plant sections. 

Practical details

The practical details of the current method are, discussed as 
follows:

1. Fresh sections (10µm thick) of lupine hypocotyl were cut and 
were washed in 100µl-distilled water. The step was repeated 
twice.

2. First, the sections were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue 
(R-250).

3. The hypocotyl sections were laid out on microscopic slides and 
covered with 50µl of 0.01 % H2O2 solution for 1 min., and then 
the excess H2O2 solution was discarded.

4. The sections were then treated with 50µl of 0.5 % solution of 
ferric chloride and then 50µl of 0.5 % solution potassium and 
left to stand for 3min. 

5. The reaction was stopped, immediately by the addition of 
100µl of 1% HCl (1min each).

6. The prepared and stained sections then washed with distilled 
water, covered with 100µl of lacto-phenol cotton blue dye, 

fixed on glass slides, examined and photographed using Zeiss 
microscope (Model: Primo Star). Oxygen evolution in the form 
of air bubbles, indicates the catalase activity.

Induction of catalase enzyme in the growth medium 
of F. oxysporum

The catalase activity was determined in three replicates of 
7-day-old culture of F. oxysporum AUMC 9272 grown at 25°C in 
Erlenmeyer conical flask containing 50ml potato dextrose broth 
(PDB) growth medium (pH 6.5). The liquid culture of F. oxysporum 
AUMC 9272 has induced four times by 100µl of 33 % H2O2 for the 
50ml PDB medium. The catalase induction was done from the 2nd day 
to the 5th day of incubation (once a day) under aseptic condition. For 
extraction of catalase enzyme, the mycelial growth of F. oxysporum, 
was homogenized, in a blender, with the broth medium (at 10000-rpm 
speed) and then centrifuged at 10000 xg for 10min at 4°C. The cell-
free supernatant has used as the source of catalase enzyme. 

Assay of catalase activity in lupine hypocotyls 

Three replicates (0.5g each) of lupine hypocotyl were frozen and 
ground in liquid nitrogen with mortar and pestle. Soluble proteins 
were extracted using the extraction buffer [(50mM phosphate buffer; 
pH 7.0, 1mM EDTA, 1mM PMSF, 1% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone 
(PVP)]. The homogenized tissue was centrifuged at 10000 xg for 
20min at 4°C and the supernatant was used for subsequent enzyme 
assays. Protein content was determined according to Bradford35 using 
bovine serum albumin (BSA) as standard. The reaction mixture (3ml) 
consisted of 300μl of the extracted enzyme, 50mM phosphate buffer 
(pH 7.0) and 10mM of H2O2. The absorbance at 240nm at zero time (t0) 
and after 3min of reaction at room temperature (t3) was measured and 
the catalase activity was expressed in U/mg protein. Catalase activity 
was determined by the following consumption of H2O2 (extinction 
coefficient 39.4 mM-1cm-1) at 240nm for 3min.36 

Statistical analysis

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated for the 
control and treated plant to find out significance between mean values 
at P<0.05 levels.

Results
According to the catalase pattern, the differences in color between 

the control and the infected plants confirmed that the plant tissues 
involved differently in the defense mechanism and catalase induction 
(Figures 1, 3 & 4), and they also stained differently depending on 
catalase induction on them. It is clear that the epidermis, cortex, 
pith (Figure 1B, 1D, 1F respectively), and pericycle fiber (Figure 
2B) showed very low densities of blue color in the infected plant 
indicating high induction of catalase. In contrast, the color intensity 
in xylem was lower than that in xylem fibers indicating low catalase 
induction. Moreover, Phloem and cambium (Figure 3B & 3D) in the 
infected plant showed the lowest catalase activity. Noticeably, the 
special structure of companion cells in phloem and cambium cells 
almost did not show any color change under infection conditions. 

Interestingly, catalase was notable in the pericycle fibers (Figure 
2B) of the infected plant as a restricted light blue layer inside the 
lumen of each fiber element. The control plant tissues, including 
cortex parenchyma (Figure 1C), pith (Figure 1E), pericycle fibers and 
pith (Figure 2A), xylem vessels and xylem fibers (Figure 2C), showed 
bright interface layer in the apoplastic space, indicating high catalase 
activity in these positions compared with darker stain of the apoplastic 
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space in most infected plant tissues, because of lower catalase activity 
in these positions. Interestingly, testing of the late stage of wilting 
(discolored xylem vessels) showed that the discolored area gave 
non-stained patches with Prussian blue (data not shown). In general, 
quantitative determination of the catalase in hypocotyls emphasized 
on significant increase of catalase activity under infection conditions 
by 3.45-fold than that of the control plant (Figure 4; column 2). This 
increase may be attributed to the amount of induced catalase by the 

plant and the fungus itself. Furthermore, the fungal catalase in the 
medium filtrate was highly insignificant under infection conditions 
(1.3 fold) than in control plant (Figure 4; column 3). In this study, 
it has documented that an important evidence of oxygen evolution 
from xylem vessels of the infected plant (Figure 5B). This provided 
an opportunity to visualize the born of the moment of oxygen to form 
air bubbles. 

Figure 1 Histopathology of catalase (Transverse Section) by a modified technique of ferric ferrocyanide stain for detecting catalase induction on the cellular 
level on Lupinus termis tissues under infection by Fusarium oxysporum AUMC 9272. White arrows signalize the areas of light and bright blue color in both apoplast 
and cytosol (catalase containing places). Yellow arrows signalize the areas of dark blue color in both apoplast and cytosol (low catalase and high hydrogen 
peroxide). A, C and D represent sections of the control plant, while B, D, and F represent sections of the infected plant include general view, epidermal and 
cortical cells, the pith cells respectively. Abbreviations are epidermis (EP), cuticle (CU), cortex (CO), and pith (PI).
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Figure 2 Histopathology of catalase in the lignified tissues (Transverse Section). A and C represents sections in the control plant, while B and D represent 
sections of the infected plant in the pericycle fiber and xylem vessels respectively. Abbreviations are pericycle fiber (PF), xylem vessels (XV), and xylem fiber 
(XF). White arrows refer to the areas of light and bright blue color, yellow arrows refer to the areas of dark blue color in both apoplast and element lumen.

Figure 3 Histopathology of catalase of catalase in the phloem (Ph) and cambium (CM) on Lupinus termis under infection conditions (Transverse Section). A, 
and C represents the control plant; B and D represent the infected plant in the phloem and cambium respectively. White arrows show the high catalase activity 
places, while yellow arrows show the dark blue area with low catalase activity.\
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Figure 4 Total catalase activity extracted from hypocotyls of the plants (U/mg protein) and fungal filtrate growth medium. Each column represents the mean of 
three replicate. T-test showed an insignificant difference at P < 0.05.

Figure 5 Oxygen evolution (air bubbles formation) after staining fresh cuttings with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (Transverse Section). A represents control plants 
with no air bubbles exit from xylem vessels and B, represents infected the plant with obvious and large air bubbles exit from xylem vessels (XV).

Discussion
The method developed by Woodbury et al.30 has been used for 

detection of catalase activity on the native polyacrylamide gel using 
the Prussian blue stain. In the current study, the modified method was 
used as an active stain for detection of catalase in the freshly prepared 
plant sections to determine the locations of the catalase induction 
caused by Fusarium wilt. The staining method was evaluated 
microscopically depending on the color degree of different plant 
tissues. The section of the infected plant was compared to that of the 
control plant under fixed experimental conditions. The stain reaction 
was chemically explained by reaction of localized hydrogen peroxide 
with potassium ferricyanide (III) which is reduced to the ferrocyanide 
(II) form. According to Perl’s Prussian blue, Ferric chloride reacts 
with ferrocyanide (II) to form stable insoluble Prussian blue stain. The 
stain showed a range of Prussian blue color in the tissues depending 
on catalase activity. Hydrogen peroxide is oxidized to molecular 
oxygen in presences of active catalase and gave clear zone. The stain 
degree depends on the outcome of the reaction between catalase and 
hydrogen peroxide. Fusarium oxysporum AUMC 9272 has been 
tested for causing clear symptoms of wilt disease on Lupinus termis.31 

The current technique aimed to evaluate the effect of fungal catalase 
produced by Fusarium oxysporum on Lupinus termis and its role in 
embolism formation. In general, the color intensity in each tissue was 
used as an indicator of catalase induction level, which was lighter in 
the infected plant than in the control one (Figure 1A & 1B). Besides, 
the current method provides the scientists with a reliable and fast 
technique to diagnose the physiological plant responses to the fungal 
pathogen. This technique was suggested as a preliminary test for 
identifying the plant responses to the fungal pathogen.

Advantages of the current method

1. Up to date, the current method is the simplest, rapid, reliable, 
and cost-effective for histochemical staining of catalase 
activity compared with the method suggested by Bieglmayer 
& Graf37 which takes very long time and much effort and used 
in the animal tissue only.

2. The changes of catalase in plant tissues can be monitored 
over short time intervals. 

3. The role played by each plant tissue in defense mechanisms 
can be rapidly determined.
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4. It takes in consideration the catalase activity compared with 
the method of Schopfer38 which gave only a general view for 
the locality of H2O2 in the plant cell. 

5. The current method also gives a strong evidence for the 
relation between embolism and the developed catalase in the 
xylem vessels.

Different plant tissues vary in their response to Fusarium wilt by 
the expression of different levels of catalase, which reduces the ROS 
to the safety level. Besides, catalase triggers the rapid conversion 
of hydrogen peroxide into biologically safe substances of H2O and O2. 

Strategy of dermal and ground tissues

The highest response of catalase induction was regulated in 
parenchyma cells of the dermal and ground tissues (Figure 1D & 
1F) depending on the condition. This high response may be related 
to the vital functions of these tissues in plant protection. In control 
plant, a peripheral layer of the pith cells has a restricted dark zone that 
illustrated by the existence of higher amount of hydrogen peroxide 
(Figure 1E & 1F). The apoplast zone of the control plant, in the 
epidermis, pith and cortex are clear. This could be attributed to two 
reasons, the first is the presence of catalase in the apoplastic fluid, and 
this was supported by the findings of Turhan et al.;39 and the second 
is the direction of the plant energy towards the growth and expansion 
of its cells so that there are no need for more H2O2 production and 
exportation. However, the cytosol of the epidermis, cortex and pith 
cells of the infected plants showed extreme induction of the catalase 
in contrast to the control plant (Figure 1D & 1F). The cuticle layer and 
the apoplast zone with blue color increased in the infected plant more 
than in the control plant (Figure 1C & 1D). Because, these cells of 
these tissues, in the infected plant, try to export more H2O2 to increase 
the strength of the cell wall against the pathogen by enhancing the 
lignification process, this possibility is compatible with the results of 

Fellows.20 He was reported that the lignification of the parenchyma 
cell (in cortex) might occur under pathogen attack to represent the first 
line of defense against pathogen invasion.

Strategy of pericycle fibers

The color degree revealed that the pericycle fiber showed a 
distinct response to the pathogen (Figure 2A). In the control plant, the 
pericycle fiber has a clear and visible color stratification. This layer 
was a dark blue, light blue and bright blue color in the zones of the 
fiber lumen, wall and the apoplast, respectively. Generally, the control 
plant is unstressed so that, the catalase enzyme is not induced and there 
is a high amount of H2O2, which needed for the lignification process 
in this fiber. Furthermore, Olson & Varner25 introduced an evidence 
for up-regulating of the hydrogen peroxide in cells enhancing the 
lignification. Interestingly, in the infected plant, the overall view of 
the pericycle cell was lighter in color (Figure 2B). The lumen zone 
and the apoplastic layer of the fiber shifts to white color and the cell 
wall zone shift to blue green. The light colors of the fibers in the 
infected plant could be related to the fungal catalase which removes 
the hydrogen peroxide from this region and reduces the lignification 
process (Figure 2B). 

Strategy of the vascular tissues

Vascular tissues (xylem and phloem) acted in a very interesting 
strategy against the pathogen (Fusarium oxysporum AUMC 9272). 
The xylem parenchyma (Figure 2D) and the phloem parenchyma 
(Figure 3B) have regulated the catalase level. The xylem and phloem, 

in the control plant, showed a very dark color in its vessel and their 
parenchyma (Figure 2C), this can be explained in the light of the 
Ros Barceló40 results. He reported that the xylem parenchyma (non-
lignified tissues) is responsible for delivering H2O2 to the xylem 
vessels. The vascular tissue contains a high bulk of H2O2 which 
is required for lignification process of xylem vessels and fibers 
which gave rise to a strong signal of blue color without induction 
of catalase. Under stress conditions, the vascular tissue displayed a 
light blue color due to the lower bulk of H2O2 inside these vessels of 
infected tissue (Figure 2D & Figure 3D). The vesicular vessel bulk 
differentiated into two main zones, white central cytosolic zone and 
peripheral blue zone which closed to the vessel wall. The white zone 
was a result of the presence of high amount of the fungal catalase 
which removes the hydrogen peroxide from the bulk. That leads to 
a reduction of the lignification process in the xylem vessel; mycelial 
growth mediation; keep the vessel wall week; production of oxygen 
for respiration inside the vessel; and finally, generating embolism. 
The outer cytosolic blue color in xylem vessel might be interpreted 
by a presence of low amount of H2O2 which is covered with a lower 
amount of the fungal catalase than the central zone. In later stages of 
the infection, the vessel becomes blocked by the fungus, reduction of 
the water transport, embolism generation, wilt and dwarf feature. This 
explanation is in accordance with Li & Chapple,41 who demonstrated 
same explanation. Briefly, the strategy of the plant under infection 
conditions is to increase cell wall resistance against pathogen invasion 
through lignification process. This boosts cell wall rigidity and limits 
or reduces wall extensibility. In accordance with Neumann et al. 

(2006), the dark blue color in cells wall of the infected plant is a strong 
indicator for enhancing of the lignification process and reduction of 
the extensibility. Despite the plant lignification strategy used as a 
pathogen resistance mechanism, the fungus succeeds in reaching the 
vascular tissues.42 

It was explained that this strategy might be followed under 
infection conditions43 which support the fungal catalase theory of the 
produced fungal catalase moves upward through xylem vessel to the 
stem and leaves. In the cambial cells of the control plant, the light 
blue borders of the apoplastic zone signalize the presence of high 
amount of the catalase enzyme (Figure 3C) and that interpretation is 
in accordance with Czaninski et al.44 In contrast, in the infected plants, 
the dark blue color in the cambial apoplastic zone is an indicator for 
the absence of the catalase enzymes (Figure 3D). That may limit the 
cell division rate, cell differentiation and/or cell expansion. 

Quantitative estimation of the catalase activity in hypocotyls of 
the control plant, the wilted plant and in the PDB growth medium 
of the pathogen (Figure 4) supports the qualitative visualization with 
the chemical method and gave rise a real indicator for the induced 
amount of catalase under both conditions. Low amount of the catalase 
keeps the optimum condition for cell wall lignification and growth 
independent of stress conditions (Figure 4). In the infected plant, 
the output of the quantitative catalase is derived from both cytosolic 
catalase of the plant and the extracellular fungal catalase which 
getting in interruption of the biological pathways in the plant leading 
to the known wilt feature (Figure 4). The fungal catalase (Figure 4) 
induction supports the production of extracellular catalase inside the 
xylem vessels and its relationship to embolism. Sperry et al.,45 and 
Skamnioti et al.,43 reported that the xylem embolism in long trees was 
correlated to microbial growth in the vessel. Here, we correlate the 
embolism generation to the fungal catalase activity, not to the fungal 
growth. In addition, the wilt mainly did by the cut-off the upward 
water current by embolism and finally the wilting feature. 
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Singh et al.,46 reported that the upregulated proteins (six proteins) 
related to the oxidative stress response by the pathogen in the xylem 
vessel. Catalase peroxidase was the most upregulated protein among 
the proteins related to oxidative stress response. The catalase in 
the current study is similar in its role to the catalase of Aspergillus 
nidulans and catalase-peroxidase of Verticillium longisporum. 

Hypothesized model illustrates embolism formation 
and wilting

This model, under infection conditions, summarizes the role of the 
fungal catalase in lignification suppression, in embolism formation 
and wilting symptoms. Fungal catalase dissociates the host derived 

H2O2 into oxygen and water. Consequently, the released oxygen 
collected to form embolism which disconnects the water column 
(Figure 5 & 6). No one, before us, explained or proposed the relation 
of the fungal catalase to the mechanism of embolism formation. 
To sum up, fungal catalase is mainly directed toward the lignified 
tissue, especially xylem, to reduce the lignification process forming 
embolism and finally wilting symptoms. However, plant catalase is 
generally induced in the cytosol of the living cell to protect it against 
ROS under infection conditions. We expect that, the fungal catalase 
of the pathogen in the pen point of the fungal enzyme. It mediates 
the medium of the xylem sap for fungal growth, respiration, and 
protection. It was followed by other hydrolyzing enzymes.

Figure 6 Hypothesized model for fungal catalase role in host xylem vessels describes the pathway of fungal catalase in the water current and its reaction 
with the H2O2. The final step of the model establishes an integrated equation for the ultimate effects of the fungal catalase (F-CAT) inside xylem vessels. 
Abbreviations: TS, transverse section; LS, longitudinal section; XV, xylem vessel.

Conclusion 
The catalase enzyme, in the infected plant, was derived from both 

of the host plant and the fungal pathogen. The modified technique 
was to deliver the goal of this study and to show the participation of 
different plant tissues and fungal catalase in the interaction mechanism. 
Besides, the designed technique presents a dependable and fast 
method to identify the plant behavior on the cellular level for each 
specific tissue under attaching of Fusarium oxysporum; the interesting 
aspect of this study is the localization of the catalase enzyme which 
detected chemically by the modified method. The method provides a 
convincing evidence for the presence of a catalase in the xylem vessel 
during the fungal infection. The localized catalase, in these vessels, 
is expected to be a fungal catalase. This technique opens the door to 
understand deeply the role of the catalase of Fusarium oxysporum in 
the wilt disease and embolism formation. Furthermore, it allows us 
to visualize microscopically the evolution of the oxygen bubble by 
the action of fungal catalase on H2O2. We support the studying of the 
catalase of the fungal pathogen, typically as mentioned by Singh et 
al.46 Also; the catalase protects the fungal pathogen47 which attracted 
attention as potential virulence factors,48,49 and its importance in fungal 
development in the plant.50‒52 Here, we highlight probable roles for 
fungal catalase in the ROS detoxification, oxygen generation in xylem 

vessels which is important for respiration, xylem sap mediation, 
embolism formation, water column disconnection and finally wilting 
of the host plant.53‒60
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